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ABSTRACT
Determination of biologically related clusters of sequences is
important bioinformatics analyses. The similarity between
sequences is generally assessed based on their alignments with
one another. This could be used with a clustering algorithm to
determine groups of sequences, yet it is not straightforward how
to get reliable results. We present the factors affecting the quality
of clusters and how visualization aids in the refinement of results.
We also present a way to verify clusters in the presence of
consensus sequences, and represent clusters.
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Given a set of sequences, the first step is to perform pairwise
alignment and determine the similarity between each pair of
sequences. Similarity is presented as a distance such that high
similarity means small distance and vice versa. The
multidimensional scaling program operates on the computed
distance matrix and produces a set of three dimensional
coordinates to represent sequences while preserving the distance
between them. The pairwise clustering program processes the
same distance matrix and produces a mapping of sequences to
similar groups. The set of coordinates and the cluster mapping is
processed together by the visualization program to produce the
three dimensional plot of sequences colored into groups found by
clustering program.

Sequence alignment, multi-dimensional scaling

3. DETERMINATION OF CLUSTERS

1. INTRODUCTION
The work on biological sequence clustering is to identify the
similar biological sequences and to present them in a
comprehensible manner to the biologists. This involves a series of
steps starting from finding a measure of similarity between
sequences to finally presenting a three dimensional view of the
similar groups. It is important in this pipeline to capture and
preserve the inherent similarity between sequences in order to
yield reliable clusters at the end. This requires understanding the
effect of different choices available at each step in order to
minimize distortions and verifying clusters if possible with
existing consensus sequences. Also, in an engineering aspect,
implementing some of the steps requires adopting parallel
solutions to meet with demanding computational power. In this
paper we present our experience and findings over two separate,
yet similar, sequence clustering projects involving around million
sequences each.

2. SIMPLE ARCHITECTURE
The series of steps involved in sequence clustering is put in a
simple pipeline as shown in Figure 1 where numbered items are as
follows.
Processes:
P1 – Pairwise distance
calculation
P2 – Multi-dimensional scaling
P3 – Pairwise clustering
P4 – Visualization

Data:
D1 – Input sequences
D2 – Distance matrix
D3 – Three dimensional coordinates
D4 – Cluster mapping
D5 – Plot file

The clusters we find are meant to capture the natural closeness of
biological sequences, strictly speaking, but there is no definitive
way to determine if one cluster mapping is biologically more
accurate over the other. Thus, our options are to understand the
different factors that influence cluster results and to tune them
such that any biological similarity present in the input sequences
may get preserved through the steps in the pipeline.

3.1 Visualization to Complement Clustering
Refinement of clusters would solely depend on a mathematically
computed goodness measure if clustering were to be performed
without visualization. The caveat is that even though the
clustering algorithm is properly written and produces good
clusters, it may still fail in discovering proper clusters.
Figure 2 shows a portion of the sequences visualized as points in
three dimensions. Colors indicate clusters found by the clustering
program. The left figure shows how the clustering program has
grouped two seemingly distinct sequence groups into one cluster.
Situations like this are common when clustering a large number of
sequences as the program would converge satisfying a condition
global to all the sequences yet suboptimal for sequences in some
clusters. The figure on right shows the effect of clustering
sequences only in these two groups. It has resulted two clusters as
one would expect.
The reverse of the above scenario, i.e. unnecessary splitting of
seemingly well-defined cluster, could also happen. Thus, it is
clear how visualization aids to identify these mishaps and correct
them by further clustering of selected sections or regrouping of
splits as necessary.

3.2 Cluster Size
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Figure 1. Simple pipeline of steps
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The number of points in a cluster is an important factor as too
many will tend to group more than one structure as a cluster while
too little may split actual clusters. There is no deterministic
method to know this or the number of clusters in advance.
Therefore, we use a hierarchical clustering approach with
guidance from biologists on the estimated number of clusters. We
also rely on the visual structure produced with multi-dimensional
scaling.
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For example, we
w look at the three-dimensional projection to
iddentify the num
mber of coarse-grrained clusters. Usually we cou
uld
ssee around 10-15
5 clusters in ourr datasets. We use
u this number to
ddrive the initial clustering.
c
If some of the clusteers appear to bee a
ccollection of smaller clusters, we
w will further cluster
c
only thosse.
F
Figure 5 for exaample, shows a coarse-grained
c
cluster
c
on left an
nd
itts refinement on
o right (note colors
c
distinguissh clusters). Th
his
teechnique enablees us to get clu
ustering result to
t agree with th
he
ggeometrical struccture of sequen
nces. It is worth
h mentioning heere
thhat determining
g if clustering results
r
and geom
metrical structu
ure
aagree with actu
ual biological structure
s
is a separate task as
ddiscussed in section 4.

3.3 E
Effect of Gaap Penaltiess
Sequennce alignment m
may insert gaps when no non-gaap character
pair coould be found to yield a better score for the aliggnment. The
decisioon depends on thhe penalties assoociated with introoducing and
extendiing gaps, which are generally kknown as gap peenalties. It is
possiblle to get differennt alignments baased on these penalties and
in turn result different ddistances betweeen sequences.
We stuudied the effect of gap penaltiess with a smallerr 16S rRNA
(sectionn 6) dataset off 6822 sequencees where the recommended
penaltiees were -16 forr gap open (GO
O) and -4 for gaap extension
(GE). W
We tested for thhe combinations of gap penaltiees in Error!
Refereence source nott found. and foound the clusteriing to show
little orr no effect comppared to the referrence case.
Table 1. C
Combinations of gap penalties
Ref.

Figure 5. Hiera
archical clusterring with aid fro
om visualization
n

GO

-4 -4 -8 --10 -16 -16 -16 -20 -20 -20 -244 -24 -24 -24

GE

-2 -4 -4 -4 -4 -8 -16 -4 -8 -16 -4 -8 -16 -20

A com
mparison of the results for com
mbinations -4/-44 and -10/-4
againstt the reference iis given below iin Figure 4. Thee number of
clusterss is the same in all three caases and exceptt for minor
differennces in shapes and positions the results seem
m identical.
Moreovver, the actual pposition of clusteers is also irrelevvant as long
as theyy maintain theirr relative distances, which happpened to be
true in these tests.
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33.4 Global Vs.
V Local Sequence Aliignment
T
The two best kn
nown sequence alignment algorrithms are SmitthW
Waterman [1] an
nd Needleman-W
Wunsch [2], wh
hich perform loccal
aand global align
nment of sequen
nces respectively
y. Implementatio
on
w
wise both thesee perform a sim
milar kind of computation.
c
Th
he
ddistinction, how
wever, comes from
f
the fact that NeedlemaanW
Wunsch is constrained to find an
n optimal alignm
ment from end-ttoeend whereas Sm
mith-Waterman is relaxed to find
f
a subsectio
on
pproducing an opttimal alignment.
F
Figure 3 shows the
t results of glo
obal and local seequence alignmeent
oon two sample sequences.
s
The global alignmen
nt contains all th
he
ccharacters of bo
oth sequences plus gaps giving
g an alignment of
leength equal or greater than thee length of the longest sequencce.
T
The local alignm
ment, in contrast,, includes only th
hose characters in
uupper case (otherrs are shown for clarity of the po
osition).
T
The decision off which type of
o alignment to
o perform, as we
w
eexperienced, dep
pends on the sequ
uence set and th
he type of distance
m
measure. For exaample, the data we used had no
on uniform leng
gth
ddistributions with
h a range of 181
1 to 585 in one set and a range of
2200 to 1000 in
n the other. Also, the majoritty of the smalller
ssequences had most
m of their charracters as a subsset in one or mo
ore
loonger sequencees. This nature resulted superffluous alignmen
nts
w
with many gapss with Needlem
man-Wunsch glo
obal aligner. Th
he
eeffect was visiblle both in clustering and visualiization results, yet
y
bbeing prominent in the latter as lo
ong thin lines.
T
The two images in Figure 6 sho
ow the overall shape
s
resulted for
f
1100,000 sequen
nces of 16s rR
RNA when maapped into thrree
ddimensional poin
nts where distaances computed based on glob
bal
aalignment. The points have fo
ormed long thin
n line structurees,
w
which suggested the Euclidean distances
d
along a line have a lineear
relationship. We carried two anaalyses to determine if this was th
he
result of an anomaly or the verry nature of bio
ological similariity
ppresent in sequen
nces.
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Figure 9. Effeect of gaps on th
he linear formation
We isoolated a line of ppoints and selected nine points inn near equal
distancces along its lenggth as shown in Figure 7. The ffirst analysis
comparred the computeed distance (CD)) based on alignnments from
point 1 to all the otheer points with thhe corresponding Euclidean
distancces (ED) as in Figure 8.
The ovverlap of lines C
CD and ED in Figure 8 indicaates that the
multi-ddimensional scalling program haas found an acccurate set of
coordinnates to represennt sequences, w
which preserves the original
distancces between tthem. The seecond analysis compared
mismattches against thee sequence lengtth along the line as in Figure
9. A miismatch is whenn a character in oone sequence is aaligned with
a differrent character inn the other sequuence or a gap. The graph
shows a linear increaase of the num
mber mismatchess while the
sequencce lengths decrrease linearly. The distance m
measure we
computted over alignm
ments has a lineaar relationship w
with number
of mism
matches. Thus F
Figure 8 and Figuure 9 suggest thhat the linear
decreasse of sequence length has cauused the linear increase in
distancce due to the inncrease number of mismatches. Moreover,
virtuallly all mismatchhes have been ccaused by gaps as seen in
Figure 9. In conclusioon, global alignnment has introoduced gaps
dearly to leverage tthe length diffference causingg unreliable
distancce values.
Smith-W
Waterman loc al aligner, inn contrast, foound better
alignmeents with reasoonable alignmennt lengths leading to more
sphericcal shaped clusteers than linear onnes as shown in F
Figure 10.

3.5 D
Distance Tyypes
The disstance between two sequences is a computed value based
on theeir alignment tthat represents the biologicaal closeness
betweeen them. Differeent distance valuues may be com
mputed over
the sam
me alignment deppending on the pparticular choicee of distance
type. Inn our experimennts we used the w
well-known Perccent Identity
(PID) ddistance type duue to the interestt of biologists. A
Additionally,
we listt few other typees that we are currently evaluaating in our
ongoingg research workk.

The sccore, though reppresent a similaarity measure bbetween the
particullar two sequencces, may not be used directly aas a distance
measurre to compare a sset of sequencess.
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Figure 11 showss a general sequeence alignment with possible en
nd
ggaps (note a locaal alignment will not result end
d gaps). We nam
me
thhe region exclu
uding end gaps as the aligned
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s
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m
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Howevver, it is logical to consider thee option of usingg score as a
distancce since the allignment algoritthm finds alignnments that
malized score
optimizze this value. Ass a solution one could use norm
and wee present five norrmalizations in E
Eq. 3,4,5,6, and 7.


Avverage Local
1.0

E
Eq. 3

In Eq. 3,
is the sccore for the aliggnment of sequuences and
.The pportion of the seqquence that parrticipates in the aalignment is
denotedd as and
is the score forr alignment of with itself.
is similar to
aand
is the average function..
uence alignmen
nt
Figure 11. Sequ
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33.5.1 Percent Identity (PID
D) Distance
G
Given the alignm
ment between tw
wo sequences, let
l the number of
m
matching pairs in
n aligned region
n be and the total
t
number paiirs
inn the aligned region
r
be . The
T
PID distancce,
, is theen
ccomputed accord
ding to Eq. 1.
1.0

Eq. 4 i s similar to Eq. 3 except
of averrage.


E
Eq. 4
rrepresents minim
mum instead

M
Max Local

Eq
q. 1

1.0

E
Eq. 5

33.5.2 Normallized Score
B
Both Needleman
n-Wunsch and Smith-Waterman
S
n algorithms fin
nd
ddetermine the best alignmen
nt between two sequences by
b
m
maximizing a vaalue called scoree, , which is co
omputed as in Eq.
E
22.

Here w
we take the maxiimum of
as in Eqq.3 and Eq. 4.


annd

. The resst is as same

M
Min Global
1.0
0

E
Eq. 6

Eq
q. 2
Inn Eq. 2 is thee length of the alignment
a
(inclu
uding end gaps, if
aany) and is thee score for
pair of aligned ch
haracters, which is
ddetermined by the scoring matrix
m
and gap
p penalties. Th
he
ccharacters in a sequence
s
belong
g to a particularr alphabet and th
he
sscoring matrix contains
c
a scoree for each possiible pairs of succh
is
ccharacters. Thuss, if
pair co
ontains two chaaracters then
eequal to the sco
ore in scoring matrix
m
for that pair.
p
If one of th
he
ccharacters is a gap
g and the charracter in the
1
pair of th
he
ssame sequence is not a gap th
hen
is the vaalue of gap opeen
ppenalty. If the prrevious characteer is also a gap then
t
is taken as
ggap extension penalty.
F
Figure 12 illusttrates the scoree computation for
f a hypotheticcal
aalignment using the scoring mattrix on the left and specified gaap
ppenalties.

In conttrast to equationns above, here w
we consider the self-aligned
score oof full sequences and as indicaated by
and .


M
Max Global
1.0
0

E
Eq. 7

This is similar to Eq. 5 except we usse maximum of self-aligned
scores iinstead of minim
mum.
Note. These equationns are valid fo
for both local and global
alignmeents, yet with gglobal alignmentt sequences annd coincide
with suubsequences aand respectivelly thereby reduccing Eq. 4 to
Eq. 6 aand Eq. 5 to Eq.. 7. Also,
may then bbe termed as
.
We stuudied the differeence of these disstances with resppect to each
other annd
for locaal alignment of F
Fungi [section 6]] sequences.
The
serves as a rreference since w
we could obtainn reasonable

cclustering resultts based on it.. The comparisson indicate th
hat
,
, and
correlate weell with each oth
her
aand
. Figuree 13 (a) shows the correlation of
an
nd
as a “heattmap”. The
and
distancces
ffollowed similarr correlation diaagrams with
. The distancces
bbased on global self-aligned
s
scorres, i.e. Eq. 6 an
nd Eq. 7, howeveer,
ddid not correlate well with each other or with
. Figure 13 (b)
(
sshows the correlation of
and
, and
ffollowed the sam
me pattern. Detaiils of this analyssis are available at
[3].

producee “less reasonabble” result wheree higher dimenssional points
are conncentrated to the edge of the surfface.
As a soolution, we are eevaluating differrent mapping fuunctions that
would reduce the dimeensionality of thhe input distancces to multidimenssional scaling program. Thesse mapping fuunctions are
, where
monotoonic and satisfyy ∀ , :
:
is the mapping functtion and
,
are input disttances. The
followiing presents briief descriptions of mappings tthat we are
currenttly evaluating.

3.7.1 Transformattion Method 110
This m
method performs the
, where
is a given
power called Transfoormation Param
meter. We are evaluating
powerss 2, 4 and 6.

3.7.2 Transform M
Method 8
This m
mapping assumees a random disstribution of disstances in a
higher dimension, . T
Then it performss an analytical dderivation of
distancces in dimensionn 4. However, ssince the originnal distances
may noot be random, this could end up finding disstances in a
dimenssion higher than 4 as well.

3.7.3 Transform M
Method 9
Vs.

(a)

(b)

Vs.

Figure 13. Correlation of norrmalized score distance
d
versus
percent iden
ntity distance

4. CL
LUSTER V
VERIFICAT
TION

33.5.3 Normallized Bit Scorre

B
Bit score, ′, is a log scaled variant of the raw score, , computeed
inn Eq. 2. It is useed mainly in the popular protein
n sequence aligneer,
B
BLAST [4] and is
i computed acco
ording to Eq. 4.
ln
ln 2

This sstarts with trannsforming distaances to 4 dim
mensions as
mentionned in sectionn 3.7.2 and thhen increases the formal
dimenssion by raising thhe 4 dimensionaal distances to poower 0.5.

Eq. 8

Inn Eq. 4, is thee raw score comp
puted in Eq 2. Values
V
and are
a
sstatically determ
mined for the given scoring matrix and gaap
ppenalties [5]. The
T
bit score value,
v
unlike raaw score, is thus
ccomparable amo
ong different alig
gnments. Howev
ver, we apply th
he
ssame normalizattion as in Eq. 3 to compute th
he normalized bit
b
sscore distance.

33.6 Statisticcal Significa
ance

Even aafter taking the ccorrect options to produce reliaable clusters
as eluccidated in sectioon 3, we may w
want to verify thhe clustering
results if possible. Onne approach thatt we have beenn using is to
verify tthe clusters agaiinst a given set of consensus seequences. A
consen sus sequence is usually a biologgically determined sequence
to repreesent a group off similar sequencces.
consensus sequences andd
Given a
sequences w
we start the
pipelinee with a
sequence set. T
This results in ccomputing a
ddistance matrix,, which becomees the input
for thee next steps. O
Once we get bboth clustering and multidimenssional scaling reesults we will viisualize the resuults giving a
differennt color to the
points. If we find good clustters then we
will seee consensus poiints appearing w
within clusters aand near the
concenntration of pointss in a cluster.

S
Statistical signifiicance of an alig
gnment indicatees how probable it
iss for such an aliignment to happeen by chance [6]. For a given tw
wo
ssequences and this could be thought of as th
he probability th
hat
a particular scorre, , or higher would occur when
w
and
are
a
randomly shufflled and aligned
d. We could, th
hus, improve th
he
ddistances compu
uted previously
y by weighting
g them with th
he
sstatistical significcance.

33.7 Distancce Transform
mation
…
…
…

…

…

…

…
Figure 14.. Three dimensiional mapping of
o distances
G
Given a distancee matrix, multi-d
dimensional scaaling would find
da
sset of points thaat preserves thee pairwise distan
nces as shown in
F
Figure 14. How
wever, the disttances often co
ome from high
her
ddimensions and reducing them to three dimenssional points maay

Figu
ure 15. Cluster verification wiith consensus seequences
The yeellow dots in F
Figure 15 show how consensuss sequences
appeareed within clusteers in one of ouur results. Thesse points lie
near thee dense region oof clusters verifyying the accuracyy of results.

5. CL
LUSTER R
REPRESEN
NTATION
Once w
we are satisfied with the clusterring results we m
may want to
find seequences to reppresent each cluuster. Similar too consensus

ssequences these would need to be within and near concentrateed
region of clusterss. We name thesse sequences as cluster
c
centers an
nd
ppresent the metho
ods of computin
ng them.

55.1 Sequencce Mean
G
Given a cluster this
t
is the sequeence that has th
he minimum meaan
ddistance to otherr points in the same cluster. So if is the set of
ppoints in a clusteer we will find th
he sequence, ∈ , that minimizzes
∑
/ , wh
here ∈ and is cardinality of
o .

This coontains a set of ffungi sequences received from bbiologists in
Indianaa University, B
Bloomington. It has a total of 957387
sequencces where 482158 of them are uunique. The biologists were
interestted in analyzingg sequences witth lengths greateer than 200,
which ccovered a total oof 446041 uniquue sequences. Sim
milar to 16S
rRNA sequences, we used a 100000 random sequennce set from
this as sample sequencees.

55.2 Euclideean Mean
S
Similar to sequeence mean, this method also fiinds the sequence
thhat has a minim
mum mean distaance to other po
oints in a clusteer.
H
However, distan
nces are taken
n from the th
hree dimension
nal
E
Euclidean spacee rather than from distances computed fro
om
aalignments.

55.3 Centroiid of Clusterr
T
This method finds the centro
oid point of th
he cluster in th
he
E
Euclidean spacee. Then, in the same space, it
i finds the poiint
nnearest to the centroid. The sequ
uence representeed by this point is
taaken as the centeer for the particu
ular cluster.

55.4 Alterna
atives to 5.1 and 5.2
T
The mean distan
nce in both 5.1 and
a 5.2 may be replaced with th
he
m
maximum distan
nce as an alterrnative. Then th
hey will find th
he
ssequence that has
h
the smallest maximum distance
d
to oth
her
ssequences in a giiven cluster.

66. Descriptiion of Data
S
Studies presented
d in this paper were
w
based on two
t
sequence daata
ssets where one co
ontains 16S ribo
osomal RNA and
d the other a set of
fu
fungi sequences.. We denote theese as 16S rRNA
A and Fungi daata
ssets.

16S rRNA sequences
s
T
This contains a total of 11609
946 sequences, which
w
reduces to
6684769 unique ones based on
n the actual sequence string. A
random selection
n of 100000 sequences of th
hem is chosen as
ssample points for
fo interpolation purposes. Figu
ure 16 shows th
he
hhistogram of seq
quence lengths for unique sequ
uences and 100
0K
uunique sample seequences.

Figure 17. Len
ngth histogram of Fungi sequen
nces

7. SU
UMMARY
In thiss paper we preesented the ideea of biologicaal sequence
clusteriing and series oof steps involvedd in the clusteriing pipeline.
We woould like to cappture and preserrve the intrinsic similarities
presentt within the inpuut sequences thrrough the pipelinne to obtain
reliablee clusters in the end. We discusssed how visualizzation could
be usedd to identify ill-ddefined clusters,, the effect of gaap penalties,
the chooice between gloobal and local aalignment, differrent types of
distancce measures, aand distance ttransformations to reduce
multi-dimensionaal scaling as
dimenssionality of inpuut distances to m
measurres of ensuring rreliability. Next we moved on too the details
of veriffying clusters whhen a known sett of consensus seequences are
availabble. Visualizationn aids in this tooo as one could overlay the
consen sus sequences over the otheer sequences inn the three
dimenssional plot to verrify the quality oof clustering resuults. Finally,
we preesented how to ffind sequences, called centers, to represent
each cluuster based on inntra cluster poinnt distances.
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